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TSP: Leading a Development Team (The SEI Series in Software Engineering)Addison Wesley, 2005

	Leaders of software-development projects face many challenges. First, you must produce a quality product on schedule and on budget. Second, you must foster and encourage a cohesive, motivated, and smoothly operating team. And third, you must maintain a clear and consistent focus on short- and long-term goals, while exemplifying quality...
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Application Architecture for WebSphere: A Practical Approach to Building WebSphere ApplicationsIBM Press, 2008

	
		Architect IBM® WebSphere® Applications for Maximum Performance, Security, Flexibility, Usability, and Value Successful, high-value WebSphere applications begin with effective architecture. Now, one of IBM’s leading WebSphere and WebSphere Portal architects offers a hands-on,...
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Formal Methods and Software Engineering: 6th International Conference on Formal Engineering MethodsSpringer, 2005


	Formal engineering methods are changing the way that software systems are developed.

	With language and tool support, they are being used for automatic code

	generation, and for the automatic abstraction and checking of implementations.

	In the future, they will be used at every stage of development: requirements,

	specification,...
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Bayesian Data Analysis, Second Edition (Chapman & Hall/CRC Texts in Statistical Science)CRC Press, 2003


	This book is intended to have three roles and to serve three associated audiences: an

	introductory text on Bayesian inference star ting from first principles, a graduate text on

	effective current approaches to Bayesian modeling and computation in statistics and

	related fields, and a handbook of Bayesian meth ods in applied...
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Understanding Diabetes: A Biochemical PerspectiveJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A clear explanation of the cause, diagnosis, and treatment of diabetes


	Written for a broad range of readers, including students, researchers, policymakers, health care providers, and diabetes patients and caregivers, this book explains the underlying biochemistry and physiology of diabetes mellitus. Each chapter contains a...
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Web Navigation: Designing the User ExperienceO'Reilly, 1998

	
		Web Navigation: Designing the User Experience offers the first in depth look at designing web site navigation. Author Jennifer Fleming offers design strategies to help you uncover solutions that work for your site and audience.Acclaimed Web design author Lynda Weinman says in the foreword to this book: "Kudos to Fleming...
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How Cool Brands Stay Hot: Branding to Generation YKogan Page, 2011

	Generation Y are the most marketing-savvy and advertising-critical generation ever. Three times the size of Generation X, they have a much bigger impact on society and business. In How Cool Brands Stay Hot, Joeri Van den Bergh and Mattias Behrer address what drives Generation Y as consumers and how marketers can develop the right brand...
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A Guide to IT Contracting: Checklists, Tools, and TechniquesAuerbach Publications, 2012

	Even leading organizations with sophisticated IT infrastructures and teams of lawyers can find themselves unprepared to deal with the range of issues that can arise in IT contracting. Written by two seasoned attorneys, A Guide to IT Contracting: Checklists, Tools, and Techniques distills the most critical business and legal...
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Invest Like a Guru: How to Generate Higher Returns At Reduced Risk With Value InvestingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Adopt the investment strategy that built Warren Buffett's fortune


	Invest Like a Guru provides an invaluable resource for high-quality-focused value investing, with expert insight and practical tools for implementation. Written by the man behind GuruFocus.com, this book expands on the site's value...
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End-to-End QoS Network Design : Quality of Service in LANs, WANs, and VPNsCisco Press, 2004
Quality of Service (QoS) has already proven itself as the  enabling technology for the convergence of voice, video, and data networks. As  business needs evolve, so do the demands for QoS. The need to protect critical  applications via QoS mechanisms in business networks has escalated over the past  few years, primarily due to...
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C# Programmer's CookbookMicrosoft Press, 2003
Next time you hit the wall with a tough C# development problem, get the code behind the solution—and solve it the right way. The C# Programmer’s Cookbook provides at-a-glance reference to hundreds of C# and Microsoft .NET Framework programming scenarios using a concise, problem/solution format. The book’s organized so...
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One Who Is Not Busy, The: Connecting with Work in a Deeply Satisfying WayGibbs Smith, 2004
The Problem of Busyness I agreed to write this book almost a year ago. Gibbs Smith and I had met during a five-day workshop on the topic of time and busyness at Tassajara Hot Springs, a Zen Buddhist retreat center in Big Sur. I co-facilitated the workshop, "The One Who Is Not Busy," with Basya Petnick and Rabbi Helen Cohn. Gibbs was quite...
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